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Why is Atlanta’s Urban Forest so Special?
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 Atlanta developed late after 
air conditioning and highways

 Sprawl pattern skipped 
over “unbuildable” steep 
slopes and stream corridors

 Pre-1970s homes were often 
built with minimal grading 
with trees saved for shade
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Tear-downs/bigger houses now the norm
Topsoils now removed (yet 
these are best for stormwater 
retention)

Clearing & mass grading 
losing nearly all back & side 
yard trees
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Atlanta is losing trees at alarming rate

 5th worst city in US in tree loss

 3rd worst city in US in 
temperature rise

Current ordinance allows 
developers to cut trees for 
insignificant fees

Tree loss causes costs taxpayers 
in stormwater fees, retrofits

Tree loss causes extra cost and 
losses in human health
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When modest-sized houses are replaced by 
larger houses



Nearly 80% of Atlanta’s Tree 
Canopy is located on 

single-family-residential 
properties

Arbor Ave., East Lake
August 2018
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Citizens Group – Who We Are

 Over 30 citizens from across the city 
including planners, architects, engineers, 
lawyers, developers, builders, naturalists, 
interested citizens.

 Planning Dept. repeatedly ignored the 
citizen input, so we worked to amend the 
Planning Dept. Draft – now called the 
Blended Draft or Citizen’s Draft
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Balanced Protection, Single-Family Lots

 Priority Trees would be 
protected outside of the 
building footprint or 
(impervious area currently 
allowed in zoning code)

Win-Win (at right) shows house 
built and tree saved, just by 
changing design by a few feet



Tree Preservation on 
Commercial & Multifamily
Citizens Draft requires Tree Save or 

planting areas for multi-family sites, 
people deserve to live with trees!

Includes innovative options for payment-
in-lieu to Tree Trust Fund, or cap-and-
trade for commercial sites – to ensure 
the City receives some benefit for trees 
that are cut down

These trees will never provide 
the cooling value, stormwater 
mitigation or carbon storage 
services that large canopy trees 
in healthy older soils can. And 
their survival rate is only 50%.



Focus on the Best Trees

Our tree-rating system values long-
lived native species for our 
ecosystem

We can’t save every tree, so let’s 
preserve highest value trees

Older trees provide exponentially 
more green infrastructure services 
than smaller trees
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Preserve Appeals for Neighbors

Citizens Draft 
preserves appeals
for residents of 
the NPU or 
adjacent NPU



For Homeowners: 
Protection and Flexibility 
 Ensures City Arborists can 

assess hazardous trees on 
neighboring properties 
(currently not allowed)

 Provides funding to low 
income homeowners for 
removal of hazardous trees

Homeowners can remove up to 
20 inches of non-priority trees 
every 3 years recompense-free
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Tree Trust Fund

Citizens Draft preserves the role of 
the Tree Conservation Commission to 
recommend Tree Trust Fund spending 
priorities to Council (Lake Charlotte)

2020 City audit found numerous 
instances of Plan. Dept.’s improper use 
of funds.
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Slows Gentrification, Preserves 
Neighborhood Character

Our draft:

“building the 
house the fit the 
lot -- not building 
the lot to fit the 
house”

15Proctor Creek, City of Atlanta



In Summary

The Citizens Amended (Blended) draft is designed to:

 Preserve more trees in single-family-residential lots and 
subdivisions

 Preserve the right of neighborhoods to appeal

 Better protect homeowners from hazardous trees, and allow 
more flexibility to remove smaller trees

 Include tree save or greenspace requirements for multifamily 
& commercial sites
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What You Can Do to Help

Urge your Councilmembers (your district and 
at-large) to endorse the Amended Draft and 
vote for its adoption
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See  CityintheForest.org for updates, 

sample letters and email addresses
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For More Information Contact:

Kathryn Kolb kathrynkolb@bellsouth.net

404-862-0118 

Howard Katzman hjkatzman@outlook.com


